INITIAL POINT ONLY
RUEPPELS

HISTORICAL:
MAP
A-2432
C-163
C-166

CONDITION FOUND: 4" IRON PIPE FILLED WITH CEMENT AND A NAIL

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1 SET 2" IRON PIPE WITH A 3" BRASS CAP IN 10" TILE AND CEMENT IN POSITION OF FOUND 4" IRON PIPE LAYED END ON END BY MON. * 84" HAT SECTION WEST 15°

NEW ACCESSORY:
THE 4" PIPE WAS SET BY SUMMER FRANK BABBAY AS INS. PT RUEPPELS

COMMENTS: THIS CORNER IS LOCATED IN SAND + 100 FEET EAST OF AN A-FRAME HOUSE ON THE EAST SIDE AT THE SOUTH END OF SUNSET DRIVE IN PACIFIC CITY

IN THE PRESENCE OF: DAN McNUTT GALE ARTHUR

DATE: 12-74 PHOTO#: 91 L. C. TITLE: C.S.

* = County corner tag affixed.